
No./19: 19 19 cards with same name and art but different effects.
The rest are booster and TD reprints.

(RR) 3/2 "Secret Mission" Leia (A New Hope)

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, you may Heal 1.

AUTO - {CX COMBO} When this attacks, if you have "Medal Ceremony" in 
your Climax Area, choose 1 of your characters, this turn, it gets +1 Soul and 
the following ability, "AUTO - This ability can only be activated up to once per 
turn. When this card's damage is cancelled, you may deal 2 damage to your 
opponent."

Retrain of SW/S49-003.

(CC) Medal Ceremony - Choice CX

Retrain of SW/S49-032.

(R) 0/0 "Scoundrel" Han Solo (A New Hope)

CONT - Your other character in the Front Row Center Slot gets +500 power.

ACT - BRAINSTORM [(1) Rest this] Flip over the top 4 cards of your deck, 
then send them to Waiting Room. For each Climax among them, choose up 
to 1 character from your Waiting Room, and add it to hand.

Retrain of SW/S49-005.



(R) 3/2 "Roar of Wookie" Chewbacca (Return of the Jedi)

CONT - If you have 2 or less Climaxes in your Waiting Room, this gets -1 
Level in hand.

CONT - If you have another ""Scoundrel" Han Solo", this gets +2000 power.

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, you may Heal 1.

Retrain of SW/S49-010.

(RR) 3/2 Kylo Ren (The Force Awakens)

AUTO - [(1) Discard 1 card] When this is placed on stage from hand, you 
may pay cost. If you do, your opponent chooses 1 Climax from their Waiting 
Room, and shuffles all other cards from their Waiting Room into their deck.

AUTO - When this is sent from Stage to Waiting Room, you may return this 
back to your hand. If you do, choose up to 1 Red card in your Waiting Room, 
send it to Stock.

Retrain of SW/S49-054.

(RR) 3/2 "Dark Sith Lord" Darth Vader (The Empire Strikes Back)

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, look at up to X cards from 
the top of your deck, choose up to 1 card from among them, add it to hand, 
and send the rest to Waiting Room. X equals the number of your opponent's 
characters.

AUTO - {CX COMBO} When this attacks, if you have "I am your father." in 
the Climax Area, Look at up to 2 cards from the top of your opponent's deck, 
choose up to 2 cards from among them, put them on top of your opponent's 
deck in any order, and send the rest to Waiting Room, then Look at up to 2 
cards from the top of your deck, choose up to 2 cards from among them, put 
them on top of your deck in any order, and send the rest to Waiting Room.

Retrain of SW/S49-055.



(CR) I am your father. - Door CX

Retrain of SW/S49-083.

(R) 1/0 "Tainted by Darkness" Darth Vader (A New Hope)

CONT - During your turn, this gets +2000 power.

AUTO - {CX COMBO} When this attacks, if you have "You are beaten." in 
the Climax Area, and you have another Red character, mill 2, then choose up 
to 1 Level X or lower Red character from your Waiting Room, and add it to 
hand. X equals the sum of Levels of cards milled by this effect.

Retrain of SW/S49-060.

Door CX (SW/S49-084) remains the same.

(C) 1/0 "New Vanguard" Stormtrooper (The Force Awakens)

CONT - You may have as many copies of this card in your deck as you like.

CONT - For each of your other Front Row ""New Vanguard" 
Stormtrooper", this gets +2000 power.

Retrain of SW/S49-075.



(RR) 3/2 "Awakening" Rey (The Force Awakens)

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, this turn, this gets +1500 
power.

AUTO - [Put a "Lightsaber" from your Waiting Room underneath this card 
Face-up as a Marker] When this is placed on the stage from hand, you may 
pay cost. If you do, deal 1 damage to your opponent.

AUTO - {CX COMBO} [(2) Discard 2 cards] This ability can only be activated 
up to once per turn. At the end of this card's attack, if you have "The Force 
Awakens" in your Climax Area, you may pay cost. If you do, Stand this.

Retrain of SW/S49-088.

Pants CX (SW/S49-118) remains the same.

(RR) 3/2 "Dream-Chasing Youth" Luke (A New Hope)

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, you may Heal 1, then 
choose up to 1 "Lightsaber" in your Waiting Room, put it underneath this 
card Face-up as a Marker.

AUTO - {CX COMBO} [Send 1 Marker from underneath this card to Waiting 
Room] At the end of this card's attack, if you have "A New Hope" in your 
Climax Area,  you may pay cost. If you do, send the bottom 4 cards of your 
opponent's deck to Waiting Room, then deal 1 damage to your opponent X 
times. X equals the number of Climaxes sent to Waiting Room by this effect.

Retrain of SW/S49-089.

Pants CX (SW/S49-117) remains the same.

(R) 1/0 "Moment of Counterattack" Luke (Return of the Jedi)

CONT - This cannot Side Attack.

AUTO - {CX COMBO} When this attacks, if you have "Return of the Jedi" 
in your Climax Area, and you have another Blue character, look at up to 4 
cards from the top of your deck, choose up to 1 Blue character or 
"Lightsaber" from among them, show it to your opponent, add it to hand, 
send the rest to Waiting Room

Retrain of SW/S49-094.



(CC) Return of the Jedi - Pants CX

Retrain of SW/S49-120.

(U) 1/0 "Beloved Partner" C-3PO (The Force Awakens)

CONT - During your turn, this gets +4000 power.

AUTO - When this attacks, if the Level of the character across from this is 2, 
this turn, this gets +6000 power

Retrain of SW/S49-100.

(C) 0/0 "Jedi Master" Yoda (The Empire Strikes Back)

CONT -During your turn, this gets +1000 power.

AUTO - [Discard 1 card] When this is sent from Stage to Waiting Room, you 
may pay cost. If you do, look at up to 4 cards from the top of your deck, 
choose up to 1 Level 1 or higher card among them, show it to your opponent, 
add it to hand, and send the rest to Waiting Room.

Retrain of SW/S49-104.

(U) 1/0 Lightsaber

Choose 1 of your characters, this turn, it gains the following ability, "AUTO - 
This ability can only be activated up to once per turn. When this attacks, 
during the Trigger Step of this attack, perform Trigger Check twice."

Retrain of SW/S49-113.



(U) 2/0 Lightsaber

COUNTER - Choose 1 of your characters, return it to hand.

Retrain of SW/S49-114.

(TD) 1/0 "For a Small Amount of Food" Rey (The Force Awakens)

CONT - If you have 2 or more other Blue characters, this gets +1000 power.

AUTO - {CX COMBO} When "Escape From Jakku" is placed in your 
Climax Area, if you have another Blue character, until the end of your 
opponent's next turn, this gains the following 2 abilities,

- "AUTO - (1) When this attacks, you may pay cost. If you do, during the 
Trigger Step of this attack, perform Trigger Check twice"

- "AUTO - When this is Front Attacked, you may return this hand."

Retrain of SW/S49-T14.

(TD) Escape From Jakku - Pants CX

Retrain of SW/S49-T18.


